
(Engine oil performance  

improving agent) 

 Pass exhaust gas(smoke) by injecting “ACT-green7" 

in automobile (general inspection) 

 Definite improvement in fuel efficiency, definite 

increase in output(power) 

 ACT-green7 engine oil performance improving agent 

recognized by the world 

 A company pursuing only the best 

ACT-green which is a resin type 

coating agent such as microresins & 

metal treatment restores the engine. 

www.greenact.co.kr 

Green ACT World Co., Ltd. 



I came across an ACT-green7 product while doing business in Eastern Europe. 

ACT-green7 was introduced to me from James Oh, a nuclear physics doctor who 

worked at Germany (Berlin Research Institute), and after putting ACT-green7 intoa 

car I was riding at the time and traveling 3,000 km from Germany(Frankfurt) to 

Austria(Vienna) several times, TEST was performed on ACT-green7, and as a result, 

it was confirmed that the fuel efficiency was improved, the output was increased, the 

noise was reduced, and the smoke was reduced, and then .  

We operate 1 Korean distributor, 5 regional distributors, and 20 and then after 

returning to Korea to register the factory, I am currently operating 1 Korea sole 

distributor, 5 regional distributors, and 20 dealers. 

In March 2021, we signed a joint venture agreement with Fuxing Hua Group in China 

(http://www.hbcdl.com) and are currently exporting to China and establishing a local factory, exporting to 

the countries around the world. 

Air pollution from cars has become a major culprit for the fine dust. Carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxide, and 

hydrocarbon which are the class one carcinogens are fatal to the human body. 

The moment you inject ACT-green into the engine, your company will be happy, and you are a patriot who 

practices environmental protection.  

 ACT-green7 injection is the way to reduce fine dust by 70~90%. 

 ACT-green7 injection is the way to pass the regular inspection. 

 You who inject ACT-green7 are a hero who contributes to 

environmental protection. 

 ACT-green7 injection is the way to protect your vehicle. 

China Fuxing Hua Group executives and Chairman sang 

man Kim and ACT-green executives & employees 

Exported ACT-green to Myanmar 



www.greenact.co.kr 

Status of various patents, certifications and exports 

Fuel efficiency test result by Ajou University (Dynamo) equipment 

How will this work 

happen in the world 

(After injecting ACT-green7) 

Professor Young il Kim who 

conducted the test was very 

surprised to know a 17% 

improvement in fuel efficiency. 

If my car has these 

symptoms!~ 
1. There is smoke and smell. 

2. Engine oil consumption increased. 

3. Fuel consumption increased. 

4. The car doesn't go as it used to be. 

5. I feel the need for car boring. 

6. I want to increase the engine 

power. 

7. I want to improve the engine. 

8. I want to reduce engine noise. 

9. I want to ride my car for a long 

time. 

10. I want to drive comfortably and 

safely. 

If 10 types of my car are applied, 

the oil additive solves..  



9-1, Yangji-ro 281beon-gil, Onam-eup, Namyangju-si, Gyeonggi-do, 12047, Republic of Korea  

T. +82-31-529-7490    F. +82-31-529-7491 

E. enter2195@naver.com   W. http://www.greenact.co.kr/ 

 It protects your vehicle and improves fuel efficiency. 

 You can drive happily with a definite increase in power. 

 Pass exhaust smoke by injecting “ACT-green7"  

 in automobile(general inspection) 

 When it is hard to drive a hill, it is OK by injecting “ACT-green”. 

We will restore the used car engine like new engine in just 5 minutes. 

It has been proven to improve fuel efficiency, reduce exhaust smoke, increase power, and reduce noise while 

protecting the engine. 

The moment you inject ACT-green7, you will be happy, and you will be blessed.  

Green ACT World Co., Ltd. 


